FANAR CONSULTING LLC
CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Fanar Consulting LLC provides services for
business & government organizations in
facilitating intercultural team communication,
global leadership and the development of a
successful organizational culture.
SERVICES
Consulting
Assessment
Training
Coaching

DIFFERENTIATORS
––
––
––
––

Working across culturesv
Providing international services
Providing competitive pricing
Arabic speaking cultures and translations

CORE COMPETENCIES
–– Ghada Angawi PhD, an ACC & CCA
accredited coach, trainer and consultant
–– Assessment, training and customized
solutions from current published research
–– Highly qualified consultants, trainers and
coaches in the United States & worldwide
–– Leadership Development for underrepresented groups, addressing issues of
inclusion and diversity
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COMPANY INFORMATION

DUNs # 080677439
NAICS # 541611, 611430, 541612, 611210 O, 611710,
624310, 541720
CAGE # 7VUX8
PSC # R426, R431, R799, R610, R408, U001, U002, U004,
U006, U008, U009, U010, U099, AM16, AE16, AF16
+ Accepting Credit Cards
CONTACT
Ghada Angawi
CEO
+1 203 300 0331
ceo@allfanar.com
WWW.
ALLFANAR.
COM

REGISTRATION & CERTIFICATION
CT/DAS women owned MBE
SAM registered and active

FANAR CONSULTING LLC
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Amar center for architecture and heritage- Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 2003
P.O Box 877, Jeddah 21421 Saudi Arabia. http://www.almizaan.com/ info@amarcenter.me
The CEO and senior management team where setting up the office to oversee the
construction of a large hospital after the design phase has ended and the contract was
signed for consultation. They needed to hire people, manage interior design aspects and
solve day to day rising conflicts with contractors and other stake holders.
The CEO was empowered to deal with multi- layers of a complexity with different stake
holders including investors, contractors, and construction engineers while maintaining a
balance with other parallel projects and initiating new opportunities. The CEO successfully
completed the project in a year and a half with a cohesive leadership team. Coaching took
place as well with other senior management teams to overcome many hurdles including
hiring and working with women in a very conservative and restricted conditions (me being
one of them).
An accomplished leader wanting to leave a legacy- USA, 2016
K. Jefferson – Best Self 365. Tel: (641) 715-3580
This business leader was at the top of their financial and business success. They wanted to
plan for a legacy project implementing a valuable social contribution for a very long time
after they are gone. The leader was in their early 40s.
Through one to one coaching on a weekly basis, a social movement took place involving
2000 participant with a registered name, FB group, and regular meetings across the USA
states and a yearly conference to empower a specific underprivileged social group. The
Leader also started an online academy for supporting small business owners. All in the time
of two months.
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A business consultant with a cross cultural career transition- France/China/Duabi, 2015
F. Vereecke fvereecke@gmail.com

He is a successful business startup consultant from France who lived in China and decides to
focus more on coaching while relocating to Dubai.
I supported them gain knowledge of the relocation options, come up with new dimensions
for their previous work, practice their business pitch and use me as a Dubai business
leader to simulate what they can say to gain my confidence. We also discussed family and
schooling, finance and phases for the move. My client was so happy to have me as a local
Dubai coach to support his transition and identity discovery in this phase of his life.
IOR Global Services - Charisse Kosova, USA, IL. 2017

IOR Global Services Tel: 224-326-2487 email: closova@iorworld.com

BRIEF

Immigrating family need to adjust to the USA culture including parents and three children.

OUTCOME

I supported them gain knowledge of the relocation options, come up with new dimensions
for their previous work, practice their business pitch and use me as a Dubai business
leader to simulate what they can say to gain my confidence. We also discussed family and
schooling, finance and phases for the move. My client was so happy to have me as a local
Dubai coach to support his transition and identity discovery in this phase of his life.
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